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Timing with two light gates and one paper cards: 

Connect the photo transistors of two light gate in series, red to black, and connect this series pair to the 

rising edge input sockets 

The timer is started or stopped whenever either one of the gates is blocked. 

 

Timing with one light gate and two paper cards: 

Connect a light gate to the rising edge input pair. When a paper card is brought to pass through the gate . 

The leading edge of the paper card will bring the light gate output from low level to high level, and thus starts 

the timer, the trailing edge of the paper card will generate a falling edge and has this no effect on the timer. 

The timer will stop when there comes a second paper card to pass through the gate. By measuring the 

distance between the two paper cards, the speed of an objected attached with these 2 paper cards can be 

worked out. 

 

Timing with one light gate and one paper card of known width: 

Connect a light gate to the combined paralleled pairs of input socket, any change in input level will start or 

stop the timer. 

The leading edge represent a rising edge and starts the timer, the trailing edge represents a falling edge and 

will stop the timer. 

The speed of an object is worked out with known length of the paper card and the time required to pass the 

card. 

 

Tips for working with mechanical switch: 

When a mechanical switch is closed , it might bounce a few times before settle down, and might have 

created a sequence of closing and opening of switch within a very small time interval. There might be chance 

that the time interval  is less than 1mS, and the timer is started and stopped quickly  thus create zero 

reading and ends the measurement. To eliminate the problem, you may connect a small capacitor across the 

switch to “debounce” the switch. A suitable value of capacitor could be 0.1uF or you can try out other value 

as suitable to your application. 

 

Light Gate facilities: 

Light gate facility is an optional feature on the scaler timer. This facility allow easy connection of light 

gates and the facility also power up the light gates 

The feature comprises four 8-pin Din input sockets located at the back of the machine for direct connection to 

light gates, the four sockets are namely “input A+B” , “input B” and two “input A” 

l Input A is for rising edge detection, one or two gates can be used for these 2 “input A” , if  2 gates are used, 

one gate can start the timing the other gate can stop the timing 

l Input B is for falling edge detection , 

l Input A+B is used to measure the time duration for a single light gate being blocked out. 

Thank you for your purchase of this Scaler-Timer . Although this Scaler Timer is a complex and delicate 

instrument, its ruggedness will allow many years of use if proper operating techniques are developed. 

 

 Please read the following instructions carefully and always keep this manual within easy reach. 

 

Product Features : 

·   GM tube voltage adjustable from 300V to 505V 

·   Press to read switch shows accurately the voltage applied to the GM tube 

·   Auto ranging on timing modes 

·   Built in loudspeaker allows audible indication of counts when required 

 

Specification : 

Operation : Timer / Scaler 

Capacity : 999,999 counts or seconds 

Input Power : 230V+/-5% a.c.  50Hz / 60Hz 

Timing inputs : Manually switched start / stop ; light gate(s) operated start stop, optional light gate facility 

GM tube voltage : 300V to 500V 

Fuse : 315mAL (slow blow) 

Dimension : 208mm x 155mm x115mm Width x Height x Depth  (Height including handle is 187mm) 

 

Operation as a Scaler : 

·Turn the GM Tube Voltage Control knob to extreme left 

·Connect a GM Tube to the scaler through the PET 100 socket 

·Toggle the timer/scaler button to change the instrument to scaler mode.  

In this mode, the "count" indicator is lighted up and the measurement 

is set default to "Manual" and the indicator "MAN" is lighted up as well 

·press the "press to read” button to read  the GM voltage and slowly turn up the GM voltage until required.  

Suitable voltage commonly used GM Tube such as Centronic GM1481 would be 440V 

At any time , you may read the GM voltage by pressing the "Press to read voltage" button. 

Should the display show zero reading, slightly adjust and change a bit the GM voltage as to activate the 

voltage read action. 

The loudspeaker will beep whenever the loudspeaker switch on the back of the machine is turned on and 

when radiation is detected by the GM tube ,regardless of if  counting procedure is activated or not. 

To disable the loudspeaker, simply turn off the loudspeaker switch located at the back of the machine. 

Manual counting : 

·Press the “Start” button and the counter starts to register until “Stop” button is pressed. 

·Press the "Reset" button to prepare for another measurement 

 

Timed counting: 

·Chose counting interval of 1 second, 10 second or 100 seconds by toggling the gate time button  

·Press the start button and the measurement will stop by itself when times up. 

·Press "Reset" button to prepare for another measurement. 

 

Operation as a timer: 

Toggle the timer/scaler button to change the instrument to timing mode.  

In this mode, the display will show 000.000 and "second" indicator is lighted up  

 

Stopwatch function: 

Press the start button on the machine to start the timer and press "stop" button to stop timing. 

 

Electronic Triggering: 

The timer can be triggered to start or to stop by using either pair of the timer input ("rising edge pair" and 

"falling edge pair" or both pairs. 

 

Using the "rising edge pair" inputs: 

When a switch is connected across the rising edge input pair, closing of switch represents that the red 

socket is "pulled" to a low level and represents a falling edge, this has no fucntion on the timer.  

When the switch is then opened, the red socket restores to high logic level, and thus represents a rising edge 

and starts the timer, the next rising edge will stop the timer.  

You are required to press reset to prepare for another timing. 

 

Using the "falling edge pair" inputs: 

As opposed to the rising edge pair, the falling edge pair will respond only to the falling edge to start or 

stop the timer, for example, closing a mechanical switch connected to this pair will starts or stop the timer. 

 

Using both pair of timer inputs: 

It is sometimes required to use both pairs of input at the same time. 

Connect the two pairs of inputs in parallel, red socket to red socket, black socket to black socket. 

Whenever there is a change in input level, the timer will start and the next change in level will stop the timer. 

 

Working with light gates: 

When a light gate is connected to the timer (please observe polarity),the light gate can be regarded an 

closed switch when the path of the gate is clear (low logic level). 

It can be regarded as an open switch when the path of the gate is obstructed (high logic level). 

When a light gate is clear and brought to be obstructed, a rising edge logic level is created. 

When a light gate is obstructed and make to clear, a falling edge logic level is created. 




